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Summary

In recent years, reflective writing has been widely used in higher education in Europe and the 

United States and has received increasing attention from academia in Taiwan. Nevertheless, its 

application to art education requires further exploration from an academic perspective. Therefore, 

this paper investigates the use of reflective writing to facilitate students’ deep learning in art 

history courses. Art history courses are crucial to art education. In Taiwan, art history courses often 

emphasize cognition as opposed to skills. Hence, students usually expect to acquire knowledge 

passively in these courses and tend to exhibit low learning motivation. As a result, deep learning is 

hindered. This study considers the role of reflective writing in the learning process and its link to 

deep learning. Based on studying a course titled Art History of Taiwan offered by the Department 

of Arts and Design at University N by incorporating reflective writing into teaching, this research 

aims to (1) analyze students’ performance in reflecting on their learning of art history and (2) 

evaluate the effect of reflective writing on students’ learning orientation. In so doing, it hopes to 

contribute to development of art history education in Taiwan.

This study employed qualitative research method. Triangulation, which involves using 

various methods to collect data from a group of research participants, was performed to improve 

the reliability of data collected and produce reliable research results. The researcher served as 

the teacher of the 18-week course. A total of 26 students enrolled in this course gave consent to 

participate in the study and were recruited to discuss the effect of reflective writing on learning 

art history. Students were asked to write reflective journals and complete peer-review sheets for 

reflective writing, both of which are reflective writing activities in the 5Rs framework. In addition 
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to the two reflective writing activities, this study also incorporated three questionnaire surveys 

and individual interviews at the end of the semester. In-class observation records and teaching 

journals created by the researcher were also analyzed.

The research finds that using the 5Rs framework (5Rs: reporting, responding, relating, 

reasoning, and reconstruction) to produce weekly reflective writing enabled the students to ask 

questions and identify answers on their own by exploring objects and events that interested them, 

thereby improving their reflective ability. Although most students struggled at the reasoning and 

reconstructing stages, which required relatively extensive thinking and processing, they were able 

to produce meaningful content in their reflective writing by the end of the course. Furthermore, 

reflective writing activities prompted the students to engage in deep learning. The students’ deep 

motive was elicited by their intrinsic interest, encouraging them to actively invest their free 

time into learning. This differs from individuals with surface motive who act because of their 

fear of failure or desire to be qualified. Therefore, reflective writing enhanced students’ drive in 

learning art history and facilitated a shift from surface learning motive to deep learning motive. 

In terms of learning strategy, students changed from memorization without understanding and 

therefore limiting the scope of information acquired (surface learning) to connecting thoughts 

and endeavoring to comprehend course content (deep learning). This deep strategy is consistent 

with the focus of reflective writing, namely self-observation, retrospection of experiences, and 

generating of self-awareness.

Because reflective writing entails continual training, this study recommends that teachers 

implement reflective writing for an extensive period of time to generate beneficial effects of this 

approach. To guide students in reflective writing, teachers may provide advice on thinking patterns 

and directions. Moreover, feedback from peers offers students opportunities for discussion and 

exchange of different opinions, both of which are conducive to cultivating critical reflection. 

Furthermore, the study suggests that future researches to analyze the content of reflective writing 

created by university students in art departments to explore how their perspectives on art history 

are fostered as well as investigate the effect of art history knowledge on the learning of students 

aiming to become art creators.
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